As described earlier regarding yield spread premiums, securitization, and the secondary market, pricing was often explicitly not based upon risk. Instead brokers and other originators focused on writing loans for as high a price as possible. They did so because their commission was based on how much the actual price exceeded the (purported) risk-based price set by the lender. The risk of default was not a factor in how brokers and other originators priced the mortgage. Lenders priced loans at what the market would bear and relied on market segmentation to increase the cost of credit (and returns to investors), rather than to fairly price risk. Unsurprisingly, lenders who substituted higher interest rates for underwriting often failed to identify who was risky and who was not, with correspondingly high default and foreclosure rates.

In addition, during the years prior to the foreclosure crisis, the subprime mortgage market and even prime mortgage lenders for many years preferred “no-doc” and low-documentation loans, written at an interest rate markup, to fully underwritten loans. In some cases, lenders’ underwriting guidelines required them to redact any income information that made it into their files. Lenders sometimes would underwrite loans based on the initial teaser rates and not the monthly payment levels that were sure to exist within a year or two.
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1.3.4.2 Underwriting with Little Consideration of Risk


Prime, subprime, and Alt-A mortgage loans are defined in § 2.4 [9], infra.